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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
FOREWORD
This Final Report for the "Study of Direct Versus Orbital
Entry for Mars Missions" (NASA Contract NASI-7976) is provided
in accordance with Part III A.4 of the contract schedule as
amended. The report is in six volumes as follows:
NASA CR-66659 - Volume I - Summary;
NASA CR-66660 -Volume II
- Parametric Studies, Final Analyses,
and Conceptual Designs;
NASA CR-66661 - Volume III - Appendix A - Launch Vehicle
Performance and Flight Mechanics ;
NASA CR-66662 - Volume IV
- Appendix B - Entry and Terminal
Phase Performance Analysis;
NASA CR-66663 - Volume V
- Appendix C - Entry Configuration
Analysis;
NASA CR-66664 - Volume Vl
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LAUNCH VEHICLE PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT MECHANICS
APPENDIX A
i. LAUNCH VEHICLE CAPABILITY
The performance capability of various Titan III family launch
vehicles to Mars was presented in reference AI. These results
dealt primarily with maximizing useful payload in Mars orbit.
Subsequent analyses (refs. A2 and A3) presented updated perform-
ance for the 1973 Type I and 1975 Type I and II opportunities.
The analyses of references A1 thru A3 made use of several simpli-
fying assumptions. An optimum spacecraft was assumed; the pro-
pellant quantity was assumed to be variable according to midcourse
correction and Mars orbit insertion requirements for each launch
date. In practice, a fixed capability spacecraft will be used
with propellant available for the maximum requirement over the
30-day launch period. Other simplifications included launch ve-
hicle velocity loss for a single launch azimuth and payload-
dependent items, such as the shroud and adapter, assumed constant
for all launch vehicles. The results herein represent a more
comprehensive analysis with an attempt at eliminating the simpli-
fying assumptions discussed above. Four launch vehicles are con-
sidered -- Titan IIIC, Titan IIIF/Stretched Transtage, Titan IIIC/
Centaur, and Titan IIIF/Centaur. Mars mission opportunities of
1973, 1975, and 1977 with both Type I and Type II transfer tra-
jectories are considered.
Mission Requirements
Earth escape energy (C_) requirements for the six opportunity/
transfer type combinations are shown in figures A1 thru A6. These
are presented as energy contours for a range of launch date-en-
counter date combinations. Overlays of Mars approach energy
(VHE)and declination of the departure asymptote (DLA) are supplied
in an envelope inside the rear cover of this report. Loci of min-
imum C_ and VHE are indicated.
The relationship between C_ and velocity required for Mars
transfer injection (Vlnj) is given by
½




G = universal gravitational constant
M = planet mass
r = radius at injection.
The velocity required for Mars orbit insertion IAVoI 1 is ex-
pressed as a function of VHE by
AVo,-- +, .i.,) - (g + +
where
c = Mars orbit eccentricity
rp = radius vector to Mars orbit periapsis.
The relationship between DLA and launch azimuth (LAZ) is dis-
cussed below under launch vehicle characteristics.
The energy contours in figures A1 thru A6 are presented as
an illustration. In actual practice, a digital program has been
developed that computes C3, VHE, and DLA as functions of
launch and encounter dates for a given opportunity and transfer
type. The computation is simply described as a point-to-point
conic using planet mean orbital elements. The required values
of C_ and VHE are related to velocity requirements by tile
above expressions. The velocity requirements are then applied
to the launch vehicles described below.
For this study, the Mars orbit periapsis altitude is i000 km.
Two Mars orbit eccentricities are used, 0.6144 and 0.785, corre-
sponding to apoapsis altitudes 15 000 and 33 070 km, respectively.
A velocity of 75 mps is used to account for Mars orbit insertion
losses and orbit trim. In addition, a midcourse correction ve-
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The Titan IIIC vehicle consists of the basic Titan III liquid
propellant core with two 5-segment solid propellant strap-on
motors. The Transtage provides upper stage capability and is
included in the Titan IIIC designation. The performance data
quoted herein are for a follow-on class vehicle. This is essen-
tially Article 19 with changes expected to be incorporated be-
fore the mission time period considered in this analysis. In
general, the performance data represent 15:1 expansion ratio
Stage I engines and ullage blowdown pressurization system. Also
included is a battery change that improves Transtage burnout
weight by approximately i00 lb. The Titan IIIC/Centaur is a
Titan IIIC with,the Transtage replaced by Centaur. The Titan
IIIF is a growth version of the Titan IIIC with increased Stage
I propellant capacity and 7-segment solid rocket motor strap-ons.
The upper stages used in combination with the Titan IIIF for this
study are the Stretched Transtage and the Centaur. The Stretched
Transtage provides increased propellant capability over the stand-
ard version. It is used with the Titan IIIF (rather than using
the standard Transtage) to allow a circular Earth park orbit.
With a lighter upper stage, an elliptical park orbit would be
achieved with the attendant problems discussed in reference A2.
A more detailed description of the launch vehicles including the
upper stages may be found in reference A5.
Basic launch vehicle performance capability in terms of pay-
load versus velocity is shown in figure A7. The Titan IIIC data
shown represent the latest update as discussed above. Data for
the other vehicles were taken directly from reference A5. At a
typical inject velocity of 38 500 fps, payloads range from 3150
to 12 500 lb.
It is evident, in the light of the ground rules indicated in
figure A7 that adjustments must be made to the data for the ve-
locity losses and additional structural weights accompanying an
actual mission application. For launches from ETR, DLA defines
the required launch azimuth as shown in figure A8. For values of
IDLA I _ 36 ° , a constant launch azimuth of 115 ° is used in this
analysis. This is the southernmost launch azimuth allowed by
range safety considerations. A rather arbitrary northernmost
launch azimuth is assumed to be 45 ° , with a corresponding declina-
tion of +--50° . The launch azimuth-declination combinations used
provide a minimum 2-hr daily launch window, shown in figure A9.
_ot_ L,_=L the _=LL-,=,u scale of _ ..... A9 is used to _#_
daily launch window only; it is not an indication of time of day.
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Note: i. 100-n-mi circular park (TIIIC - 90 n mi). --
2. East launch - ETR.
3. No P/L fairing or adapter.
4. No losses after park.
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Where 36 ° : !DLA i _ 50 ° , the basic launch vehicle data are cor-
rected by the 7. velocity shown in figure AI0. The correction of
figure AI0 accounts for the difference between a due-east launch
from ETR and launch at the azimuth corresponding to the value of
DLA required by a launch date/arrival date combination. Where
IDLAI > 50 ° for optimum payload studies, the arrival date (for
a give:: launch date) is adjusted to DLA = 50 ° , and the velocity
correction of figure AI0 at DLA = 50 ° is applied. For more
general payload studies, (i.e., payload at a given launch date/
arrival date combination) the actual value of DLA is used, and
the velocity correction of figure AI0 (extrapolated where required)
is used. In addition to the launch azimuth loss, a superorbital
(leaving park orbit) velocity loss of 50 fps is assumed. This is
a gravity loss and is estimated on the basis of a digital simula-
tion.
An actual mission involves a payload; this implies a shroud
or fairing to protect the payload from the boost environment and
a:: adapter to attach the payload to the launch vehicle. The
fairing is jettisoned early in Stage I flight where the dynamic
pressure environment is nearly zero. However, some fairing hard-
ware remains wit|: the launch vehicle; the fairing correction must
therefore be evaluated in two parts -- jettisoned and fixed.
Fairing and adapter weights used for this study are given in
Table AI. Also shown in the table are fairing diameters and
barrel lengths. The fairings are described in more detail in the
main body of the report. The effect of fairing weight on payload
capability is described below.
















































Theadapter and fixed fairing weights are subtracted directly
from the payload shownin figure A7. However,the jettisoned
fairing weight must be adjusted to account for the fact that it
is not present during the later portion of the boost trajectory.
Thepayload adjustment, f_Wp/L, to figure A7 is obtained from
where _WFj is the jettisoned fairing weight. Values of
_Wp/L/_WFj__are taken from figure All and are on the order of 6
to 8%at the inject velocities of interest (_ 38 000 to 39 000
fps).
Theresulting corrected launch vehicle capability is shown
in figure AI2 as a function of C_ (Earth escapeenergy). It
is seenthat the payloadat 38 500 fps (C_- 16.3 kme/sece)
has droppedto 2470and i0 640 ib as a result of the applied cor-
rections. This includes expenditure of midcoursepropellant quan-
tities of 65 and 275 ib, respectively. Using the Titan IIIC ve-
hicle and the 1973TypeI mission as an example, the payload capa-
bility is computedas follows:
First launchdate .......... 7/13/73
C_, km/sec2 ............. 16.3
Inject velocity, fps ........ 38 500
Uncorrectedpayload, Ib* ...... 3150
Payloadcorrections are as tabulated.
Item _V, _W, LXP/L,
ib ib
115 = launch azimuth 170 .... 147
Inject gravity loss 50 .... 43
Fixed fairing .... 70 70
Jettisoned fairing .... 1480 105
Adapter (launch vehicle/spacecraft) .... 250 250
Midcourse propellant .... 65 65
Total 680
*East launch, ETR, 90-n mi circular Earth park orbit, no
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Therefore, allowable spacecraft weight after midcourse correction
is 3150 - 680 or 2470 lb.
The spacecraft,* supplies the midcourse correction and Mars
orbit insertion impulses. A spacecraft propulsion system specific
impulse _(Isp) of 300 to 309 sec is used depending on application.
For this study, entry capsule system weight is the variable to be
correlated with design studies. Fixed maximum and minimum useful
in-orbit orbiter weight values of 890 and 620 ib, respectively,
are used. Useful in-orbit orbiter weight, for performance pur-
poses, is spacecraft burnout weight less propulsion system inert
weight less capsule system weight. Note that the capsule adapter
and sterilization canister are considered a part of the total
capsule system weight. Spacecraft propulsion inerts differ some-
what according to the application (i.e., midcourse correction
only or midcourse + Mars orbit insertion). These will be shown
with the applicable performance data.
In general, capsule system weight is spacecraft weight less
the orbiter useful weight, orbiter propellant, and orbiter pro-
pulsion inert weight. For any maneuver involving a velocity
change (f_V), the propellant weight _Wp_ required is
Wp = W 0 - W F
wher e
W 0 = weight before maneuver
W F = weight after maneuver
Cj = g OIsp
go = Earth g (32.2 ft/sec2).
*Precise nomenclature is spacecraft (capsule system included)
or orbiter (capsule system ejected).
17
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For a given propulsion system, inert weight (Wpi) is related to
propellant weight and propellant mass fraction (h) by
Wpi = We(I/>,- l)
Spacecraft Capability
Contours of spacecraft weight are shown in figures AI3 thru
A36 for the four launch vehicles and six mission opportunity/
transfer type combinations. Values after midcourse correction
are shown; midcourse correction _V of 75 raps and a spacecraft
specific impulse of 300 sec are used. The weights shown are in-
jected payload less midcourse propellant required. These are
essentially contours of constant C_ expressed in terms of the
weights shown. Slight differences in shape from the C_ con-
tours shown earlier are the result of launch azimuth velocity
loss effects. As discussed earlier, where IDLAI _< 36 ° , a 170-
fps constant velocity loss due to launch azimuth is used. Where
declination is greater than 36 ° , velocity loss is increased (see
fig. AIO). Thus, for ]DLA I > 36 ° , the arrival date for a given
launch date must be shifted slightly toward lower Cz to give
the desired payload value. These contours are presented as an
illustration. They may be used for rapid evaluation of the launch
period and arrival date combinations.
Also shown in figures AI3 thru A36 are direct entry capsule
system weights (total) for maximum and minimum weight flyby space-
craft. Useful flyby spacecraft weight values used are 890 ib
(maximum) and 620 ib (minimum). For the direct entry capsule
system with flyby spacecraft, we have
WC/S = WS/C - WF/B - Wpl
whe r e
WC/S = capsule system weight
WS/C = spacecraft weight (after midcourse correction)
WF/B = flyby vehicle useful weight
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Figure A29.- Spacecraft Weight, Mars 1977, Type I, Titan IIIC
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WS/Calready has the propellant for midcoursecorrection removed.
For this case, where _V midcourseis constant, Wpi is expressed
as a function of WS/C. Letting WS/C= WF in the previous ex-pressions,
Wpl= WS/C(e-_V/CJ- i)(i/h- i)
The result is shownin figure A37.
As an example, in figure A38an optimumspacecraft weight of
2470Ib is showncorrespondingto a launch period beginning on
7/13/73. Capsulesystemweight is computedas follows:
WS/C= 2470Ib;
WF/B= 890/620 ib;
Wpi = 60 ib (from figure A37);
WC/S= 2470- 890 60 = 1520ib;_ shownin table A2
WC/S= 2470- 620 60 1790lb.
The capsule systemweights include spacecraft adapter and steril-
ization canister.
Theoptimumspacecraft weights over a 30-day launch period
are summarizedin figures A38thru A43. Theeffect of declina-
tion as discussedaboveis shownby the Titan IIIC curve in figure
A42. Thedotted line to the right of 11/15/77 is basedon IDLAI
36° . Between 11/10/77 and 11/15/77 the declination increases
to approximately 45 ° with the corresponding reduction in payload
shown. Optimum weights range from 2470 to ii 400 Ib for the higher
performance transfers. The first day of the launch period and the
total capsule system weights for flyby spacecraft corresponding
to the data of figures A38 thru A43 are given in table A2. The
capsule system weight range is 1500 to ii 000 Ib, neglecting the










































Optimum Spacecraft Weight after Midcourse Correction,
Mars 1973, Type I
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TABLE A2.- OPTIMUM CAPSULE SYSTEM WEIGHT FOR FLYBY
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Figure A39.- Optimum Spacecraft Weight after






















Figure A40.- Optimum Spacecraft Weight after Midcourse
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Figure A41.- Optimum Spacecraft Weight after Midcourse




































Figure A42.- Optimum Spacecraft Weight after
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Figure A43.- Optimum Spacecraft Weight after




For the entry-from-orbit case, the orbiter and capsule system
are taken into orbit. The launch vehicle payload in Mars orbit
is determined by spacecraft capability, orbit insertion require-
ments, and orbiter characteristics. The results lead directly
to capsule system weight for the entry-from-orbit mode. The op-
timum spacecraft capability, discussed in the previous section,
corresponds essentially to minimum C_ required for each launch
date. Optimum useful payload in Mars orbit requires a strong
bias toward arrival dates giving the minimum VHE. Two Mars
orbits are considered, both having a periapsis altitude of i000
km. Apoapsis altitudes are 15 000 and 33 070 km (synchronous)
leading to eccentricities of 0.614 and 0.785, respectively.
Spacecraft specific impulse is 309 sec, and propellant mass frac-
tion is shown in figure A44.
Figures A45 thru A56 show optimum useful in-orbit weight for
the four launch vehicles, six mission/type combinations, and two
orbit eccentricities. Useful in-orbit weight for a 30-day launch
period is indicated. The useful in-orbit weight (Wp/L) is defined
as total weight in orbit, less propulsion system inert weight.
Thus
Wp/L = WC/S + WOR = WS/C - Wp - Wpl
where
WOR = useful in-orbit orbiter weight
Wp = propellant required for orbit insertion.
Wpl must be based on the total spacecraft propellant (i.e., mid-
course correction + orbit insertion). This is determined using
from figure A44. As shown earlier
where
Wpl = Wp(i/h - i)
Wp = total spacecraft propellant required (midcourse
correction and orbit insertion)
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Figure A45.- Optimum Payload in Orbit,
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Figure A47.- Optimum Payload in Orbit, Mars 1973, Type II
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hp = I000 km I
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Figure A49.- Optimum Payload in Orbit, Mars 1975, Type I
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Figure A53_- Optimum Payload in Orbit, Mars 1977, Type I
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Figure A55.- Optimum Payload in Orbit, Mars 1977, Type II
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Using a launch date of 7/19/73, the Titan IIIC spacecraft
weight for maximum payload in orbit is 2547 lb. This is within
a few pounds of the optimum spacecraft weight for that date as
shown in figure A38. This value (2547 ib) reflects a midcourse
propellant of 65 Ib already removed. The VHE for this case is
2.98 kin/see, leading to an orbit insertion requirement (_VoI) of
1.23 kin/see or 4030 fps including losses (75 raps). The propellant
weight is
WP = WO(I - e-AV Cj)
where
W0 = WS/C = 2547 ib
AV = 4030 fps
Cj = 309 (32.174) = 9942 fps.
Substituting,
-4030/9942)Wp = 2547(1 - e = 858 lb.
The total propellant = 858 + 65 = 923 lb.
From figure A44, h = 0.737 (using a digital curve fit).
The inert spacecraft weight is
Wpl = 923(1/0.737 - I) = 329 ib
Therefore, the value shown in figure A45 for a 7/19/73 launch
date is
Wp/L = 2547 - 858 - 329 = 1360 lb.
To arrive at the capsule system weights shown in table A3
WC/S = WS/C - WOR - Wp - Wpi = Wp/L - WOR.
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TABLE A3.- OPTIMUM CAPSULE SYSTEM WEIGHT FOR ENTRY FROM ORBIT,























































































Substituting, using the useful spacecraft weights given earlier,
or
We/ =S 1360 - 890 = 470 ib
WC/S = 1360 - 620 = 740 lb.
The solid lines in figures A45 thru A56 indicate payload using
an optimum spacecraft.* That is, the propellant weight and insert
system weight are allowed to vary according to actual requirements
for each launch date. A real-world spacecraft, however, would be
designed with a fixed size tankage for a given launch opportunity.
Further, the propellant loaded would be the maximum required over
the launch period. Adjustment of propellant load as a function
of launch date probably would not be attempted due to launch fa-
cility implications. Therefore, a fixed spacecraft payload is
shown by a set of dashed curves in figures A45 thru A56. The
fixed spacecraft payloads are generated by first determining the
maximum propellant required for an arbitrary 30-day launch period.
Payloads for launch dates over the 30-day period are then deter-
mined (based on the maximum propellant requirement) and a minimum
payload established. This procedure is followed for several dif-
ferent 30-day periods and a launch period corresponding to the
highest minimum payload is established. A preliminary study in-
dicates that the optimum 30-day period for fixed spacecraft is
the one that equalizes the payload at the end of the period. An
exception is for the larger launch vehicles and the 1975 Type I
and 1977 Type I opportunities. For those cases, the high declina-
tions force an arrival date adjustment away from optimum to meet
launch azimuth constraints, IDLAI = 50°; an improvement in min-
imum fixed spacecraft payload is found using a 30-day period where
the payloads are not equal at the ends of the period. It is felt
that a slight improvement over the results shown could be made by
adjusting arrival date in the direction of lower C_ until the
total propellant loaded is used for all launch dates. This "fine
tuning" is beyond the scope of the parametric study, however.
The fixed orbiter payloads in orbit range from iii0 to 7450 ib
over the total range of opportunities, orbits, and launch vehicles.
Again, this generalization reflects tile higher performance trans-
fers for each opportunity.
*In this case, the terms orbiter and spacecraft are inter-
changeable when speaking of propulsion system characteristics.
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Values of total capsule systemweight corresponding to the
30-day payloadsof figures A45thru A56are given in tables A3
andA4 for optimumand fixed spacecraft, respectively. These
values are determined by subtracting the useful in-orbit orbiter
weights of 890 Ib (maximum)and 620 ib (minimum)from the values
in the figures. Note that in this case, propulsion systeminert
weights havealready beensubtracted to give the total useful
payload in orbit. Capsulesystemweights (fixed spacecraft) range
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For the entry-from-orbit mode,targeting analyses have estab-
lished a requirement for orbit positioning. Theperiapsis shifts
required are: 12 to 30° for the 15 000-kmorbit and 7 to 25° for
the 33 070-kmorbit. Thesevalues correspondto 1973TypeI
launch dates of 7/13 to 8/12. Velocity incrementsare 30 to 150
mpsfor both orbits as shownin figure A57(a). The effect upon
payload in orbit is presented in figures A58andA59 for the 1973
Typc I mission. Theresulting capsule systemweights are shown
in table A5. A capsule systemweight reduction of i0 to 60 Ib is
indicated, comparedto the no-positioning data. Shownin figure
A57(b) is the orbit insertion AV with and without the orbit
positioning increment. The effect of the increment is to reduce
the total AV required betweenthe end points of the launch
period. Whenspeaking of fixed orbiter propulsion, the propul-
sion systemis sized for the maximumrequirement. Therefore, the
inclusion of the positioning AV tends to reduce the payload loss
resulting from fixing the orbiter propulsion. For example, in
figure A45 (no shift), fixed orbiter propulsion reduces the pay-
load in orbit from 1360to 1240ib, or 120 lb. Figure A58 (with
shift) showsa reduction due to fixing the orbiter of 70 ib, from
1300to 1230lb. Note also that for a fixed orbiter the effect
of the periapsis shift itself results in a Titan IIIC payload
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Figure A57.- Orbit Insertion Velocity and Velocity Increment Required for




















Figure A58.- Optimum Payload in Orbit, Orbit Positioning_ Periapsis
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Figure A59.- Optimum Payload in Orbit, Orbit Positioning Periapsis









Figures A60 thru A71present optimumdirect entry capsule
systemweight for the four launch vehicles, six mission oppor-
tunity/transfer types, and two orbit eccentricity combinations.
The capsule systemis ejected after midcoursecorrection and en-
ters the Martian atmospherefrom the heliocentric trajectory.
Theremainingorbiter is then taken into Marsorbit. Orbiter
propulsion and Marsorbit characteristics are described in the
previous subsection. Declination/launch azimuth constraints are
also as discussed previously. Two useful in-orbit orbiter weights,
890 ib (maximum) and 620 Ib (minimum) are used. Data are shown
for optimum orbiter propulsion; values of capsule system weight
for a 30-day launch period are indicated. Tile arrival dates for
the optimum direct entry capsule system weights are somewhat dif-
ferent than for the orbital entry system. Whereas the optimum
orbital arrival dates were biased heavily toward minimum VHE,
the direct entry dates are biased somewhat back toward minimum
C_. This is because the total orbital vehicle is now much lighter
than before, reducing the dependence on VHE. Maximum capsule
weight is a stronger function of maximum spacecraft weight in-
creasing the dependence on C Z. The results from the figures are
summarized in table A6.
Capsule system weight for the direct entry case with an orbiter
is determined using the same approach as for the orbital case. In
actual computation, however, an iteration is required to obtain
the required useful in-orbit orbiter weight (890 or 620 ib) after
capsule system separation.
For a launch date of 7/16/73, the data in figure A60 and table
A6 (from a digital iteration) indicate a direct entry capsule sys-
tem weight of 710 ib with an 890-ib orbiter. The corresponding
spacecraft weight for that date is 2530 ib, again within a few
pounds of the optimum (fig. A38). The total orbiter weight before
orbit insertion is then
WORTot- 2530 - 710 1820 lb.
The AVoI is 4230 fps; following the procedure outlined above
for the orbit case, the orbit insertion propellant is 622 lb.
Adding WPM/c of 63 ib gives a total spacecraft/orbiter propel-
lant of 685 lb. From figure A44, h = 0.69 (digital curve fit)
and Wpl = 308 lb. Thus, useful orbiter weight in orbit is
W = 1820 622 - 308 = 890
OR
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Figure A60.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight, Optimum Orbiter
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Figure A61.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight, Optimum Orbiter
Propulsion, Mars 1973, Type I
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Figure A62.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight, Optimum Orbiter
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Figure A63.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight, Optimum
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Figure A64.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight, Optimum
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Figure A65.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight, Optimum
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Figure A66.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight_ Optimum
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Figure A67.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight, Optimum
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Figure A68.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight, Optimum
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Figure A69.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight, Optimum
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Figure A70.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight, Optimum
Orbiter Propulsion, Mars 1977, Type II
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Figure A71.- Optimum Direct Entry System Weight_ Optimum





















































































The difference in capsule system weights shown in table A6
for maximum and minimum orbiters is on the order of 400 lb. This
is greater than the difference of 270 ib between the maximum and
minimum orbiter useful weights. The additional improvement is
due to the different propulsion system weights (propellant and
inert) required for inserting the two different sized orbiters
into orbit.
As in the previous subsection, we are faced with a real-world
spacecraft/orbiter in which the propellant quantity and propulsion
system are sized for the maximum requirement for a given oppor-
tunity. Tables A7 and A8 summarize the direct entry results for
the fixed orbiter. These data were obtained by finding the mini-
mum capsule system weight for several 30-day periods. The weights
shown in table A7 correspond to the highest minimum for the op-
portunity. The first date of the corresponding 30-day la.nch
period is shown in table A8. Capsule system weights for the















































































































































































Conversionof CapsuleSystemWeight to Entry Weight
Thecapsule systemweight includes the entry systemplus the
spacecraft adapter, sterilization canister, the capsule propul-
sion system,and the terminal guidancesystem,whereapplicable.
To relate capsule systemweight to entry weight, these component
weights must be identified. Theentry weight (WE)is related to
capsulesystemweight (Wc/s) by
WE = WC/S- WA - WC - WEL- Wps WS - WTG
where
WA is capsule to orbiter adapter weight
WC is sterilization canister weight
WELis adapter electrical systemweight
Wpsis total deorbit propulsion systemweight
WS is propulsion modulestructural weight
WTGis capsule terminal guidancesystemweight (where
applicable).
In general, WA, WC, WEL, WTGare reference aeroshell diameter
(DA/s) dependent; Wps, WS are functions of the velocity incre-
ment (deflection or deorbit for direct and orbital modes,respec-
tively) and propulsion systemcharacteristics. Theweights are
determinedbelowaccording to this grouping; the presentation,
however, is madeon the basis of the systemmodeunder considera-
tion. Thesystemmodesare as follows:
i) Direct entry, no terminal guidance,
Deflection _V = 17.5 mps, 175mps
Monopropellantpropulsion system;
2) Orbital entry (no terminal guidance)
Deorbit _V = 150mps, 300 mps
Monopropellantand solid propulsion systems.
90
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incrementsare shownin figure A75.
are as follows:
The,velocity incrementsare determined by the targeting analysis,
discussed in Section 2 of this appendix. The results are pre-
sented in figures A72 thru A74 for the above systemmodesand
various aeroshell diameters. Designdata using refined velocity
Diameter-dependentweights
I) Adapter,
WA = 18, DA/S! 15 ft
WA = 18+ 12 (DA/S 15), DA/S> 15 ft;
2) Sterilization canister,
1.76
WC = 2.43 (DA/s) , DA/S_ 15 ft
= 5.22 (DA/s)1"51, DA/S> 15WC ft;
3) Adapter electrical,
WEL= 24 ib (constant);
4) Terminal guidance,

























































































































































































































Wps = f (total impulse) as






Total impulse = Wp (Isp)
Wp = propellant weight
I = specific impulse
sp
Wp = WO(I- e -AV/CJ)
where
W 0 = WC/S WA - W C - WEL
_V = velocity increment required
(deflection or deorbit)
= Isp x 32.174 ft/sec2;Cj
Propulsion module structure,
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The ejection/deorbit maneuverstrategy is independentof
launch period selection. Theanalysis provides the possible lo-
cations of the landing site with respect to orbit periapsis for
both the direct and orbit modes. Themaneuverstrategies con-
sider tradeoffs.between propulsive requirements, telecommunica-
tions requirements,_and the entry dispersions due to navigation
uncertainty and maneuverexecution errors. The targeting analy-
sis considers the meansfor obtaining longitude and latitude con-
trol of the landing site as well as its location with respect to
the evening terminator. Theoutput of the aboveanalysis is a
comparisonof the range of possible landing sites on Mars for
the direct and orbit modesduring the 1973-1 launch opportunity.
The analysis is developedin the following order:
i) Ejection requirements, direct mode;
2) Relay communicationlink constraints, direct mode;
3) Deorbit requirements, orbit mode;
4) Relay communicationlink constraints, orbit mode;
5) Landing site flexibility, direct mode;
6) Landing site flexibility, orbit mode.
Ejection Requirements,Direct Mode
The impulse required for capsuleejection, _VEj, is depen-
dent on the following parameterswith the ranges studied shown:
periapsis altitude (hp = I000, 2000km); capsule ejection dis-
tance (50 000 < REj < 500 000km); hyperbolic excessvelocity
(2.4 < VHE< 3.6 era/set); entry flight path angle (_20° < 7E <
-38o); and ejection angle (-i0 ° < _EJ < -90°) .
T_e capsule coast time, time from ejection to entry, is
shown as a function of REj and VHE in figure A77. The coast
time is important in the consideration of power required for
the ACS and varies from 3 to 55 hr over the REj and VHE range
considered. The entry velocity is dependent on approach hyper-






















Figure A77.- Coast Time Dependence on Ejection Distance
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For the VHE range considered, the entry velocity varies between
17 700 fps and 19 800 fps. Theangle betweenthe _HE and peri-
apsis, T', is a function of VHE and periapsis altitude, h ,P
and is shownin figure A79. For an h of i000 km, T" variesP
between52.5° and 63.6 ° over a VHE range from 2.5 to 3.5 km/sec.
The atmospheric entry point (h E = 800 000 ft) is located with re-
spect to the approach trajectory periapsis by the angle 6, as
shown in figure A80. It is a function of _E and VHE and is
essentially invariant with the ejection maneuver. The vsriation
in _ over the range of VHE and _E considered is 24.5 to 53 °
A I ° change in 7E changes _ by about 1.4 ° . The _ variation
is illustrated for an h of i000 km and an R_j of 50 000 km.
P
It is a function of REj and increases slightly, less than a few
degrees, with larger capsule ejection distances. Higher h de-
P
creases _, but T" is increased by nearly the same amount so
that the entry location with respect to the _HE is invariant
with h . Appendix B shows the large sensitivity of landed equip-
P
ment weight to 7E and little flexibility in ?E is available
for targeting.
The f_VEj is shown in figure A81 for an h of I000 km,P
REj of 50 000 km and a 7E of -20 ° . The independent variable
used throughout is orbiter lead angle, h. This is the central
angle measured at Mars between the capsule a_d orbiter at the
time of entry. A negative % corresponds to the orbiter lagging
the capsule. The lead angle replaces the more conventional lead
time since it is extremely useful in analyzin_ the relay link
performance during entry as discussed below. It will be shown
that _ should be kept roughly in the -5 to -20 ° _ange to satisfy
communication constraints. To point out the variation of f_VEj
with VHE , REj , 7E , and hp, a % of -17.5 ° will be used.
The f_VEj increases with increasing VHE as shown in figure
A81, while the _EJ decreases. The ejection angle is shown
to be important in the error analysis of! maneuver errors dis-
cussed later in section 3. For Ll VHE of 3.0 kin/see the
f_VEj is I00 m/sec. The effect of larger REj is showll in
figures A82 thru A84.
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The AVEj is seen to be nearly inversely proportional to REj.
The AVEj at 500 000 km has decreased to 9 m/sec. The ejection
distance is also important in the analysis of possible entry cor-
ridors and is discussed later in this section. The effect of
steeper 7E is shownin figures A85 thru A92 where 7E of -30°
and -40 ° are shown. For an ejection distance of 50 000 km the
_VEj is 160 m/sec for a 7E of -30 ° and 270 m/sec for a 7E
of -40 ° The AVEj increases with h and a full set of data
P
is shown for 2000 km in figures A93 thru AI04. For a REj of
50 000 km and a 7E of -20 ° , the AVEj is 170 m/sec as compared
to I00 m/sec for an h of i000 km.
P
At this point it should be emphasized that the choice of
nominal 7E for a given landed equipment weight is selected on
the basis of design aeroshell diameter and the predicted entry
dispersions, not any of the ejection requirements discussed in
this section.
Although spin stabilization is not used in any of the point
designs the angle of attack at entry, _E' is shown for the above
parameters in figures AI05 thru A128. It can be seen that small
%, which requires large _EJ' result in large negative _E"
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RelayCommunicationLink Constraints, Direct Mode
The geometryof the relay link during entry is shownin fig-
ure A129. The entry point is measuredwith respect to periapsis
of the approachtrajectory by _. Theorbiter is shownlagging
the capsuleat the time of entry, that is a negative %. The re-
lay link antennaon the capsule is assumedalong the longitudinal
axis of the capsule. The capsuleenters the atmospherewith a
zero angle of attack. The systemperformanceof the relay link
is a function of rangeand antennaaspect angles (both capsule
and orbiter). Thecapsule antennaaspect angle at entry, _CE'
is shownand is defined positive whenmeasuredcounterclockwise
from the capsule antennacenterline to the line of sight. The
communicationdistance at entry, PCE' is shown. Of importance
in analyzing fading margin losses during entry is the angle the
reflected signal from the Martian surface to the orbiter makes
with the local vertical, _FM" This angle is almost always great-
est at the time of entry. The fading margin losses becomesig-
nificant when eFM becomesgreater than 60° . Also shownis the
capsule antennaaspect angle at touchdown, _C This angle isTD
a function of atmosphereencounteredas well as I_ and %. If
an elevation maskat touchdownof 34° is assumed,then _CTD
mustbe between-56° and 56° if the orbiter is to see the landing.
Theamountof intitial postlanding link time available is a maxi-
_CTD is 56°. Someinitialmumif is -56°, and zero if _CTD
link time is desirable to verify landing and a]so to get a few
pictures out before the orbiter goesout of sight and the capsule
goes into darkness. Near-equatorial landing sites 30° from the
evening terminator are not in view of Earth. The % is selected
so that at least 5 min of initial link time is obtained with an
elevation maskof 34° in the most critical atmosphere. The most
critical atmosphereis _-3 since the entry time is the longest.
All of the parametersdiscussedcan be shownas a function of
and % for a given approachtrajectory. Boundariesare shown
in figure AI30 for an hp of I000 kmand a VHE of 3.0 km/sec.
It should be recalled that _ is directly a function of )E and
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The DC E only becomes important for steeper ?E" The _CT D -56 °
boundary is always below the fading margin boundary and is below
the DC E of 5000 km boundary until a 7E of about -34 ° . Over
the range of TE considered in this study (-20° to -38 a) the
_CT D of -56 ° is taken to be the design upper limit on h. The
_CT D boundary is a function of atmosphere and VIM-8, shortest
entry time, is the limiting case. For a 7E of -20 ° the al-
lowable range of h is -2.5 ° to -19.5 ° For a 7E of -38 °
the range of h is about +4 ° to -22 ° . To keep the _CE less
than 50 °, and thus the capsule beamwidth, with a TE of -20 ° the
k must be greater than -5 ° . Any h above -14 ° would give at
least I0 min of initial postland link time with an elevation mask
of 34 ° .
The ejection _V requirements are given in overlay 1 (fig.
AI30). For a TE of -20 ° and an REj of i00 000 km a h of
-17.5 ° is obtained with a _VEj of 50 m/sec. The ejection angle,
TEj , is shown in overlay 2 (fig. AI30) and is seen to be always
greater than -40 ° for the required range of h. The minimum
_VEj occurs very close to a _EJ of -90 °. Section 3 of Ap-
pendix A shows that the entry dispersions due to pointing errors st
ejection are minimized for _EJ of -90 ° . The entry angle of at-
tack, _E' is shown in overlay 3 (fig. AI30). If a spin-sta-
bilized system were used, the _ would always be greater, in
absolute value, than -20 ° for the selected range of h.
Boundaries of communication parameters for VHE of 2.4 and
3.6 km/sec are shown in figures AI31 and A132. The _CT D = -56 °
boundary is almost unchanged with VHE while the 5-min line
lowers with increasing VHE. The _CE = 50° line raises with
increasing VHE. The effect of a higher periapsis altitude is
shown in figure A133. The _CT D = -56 ° and _CE = 50° areraised slightly.
160
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The 5-min elevation of 34° line is below the % scsle and
only the 10-min line is shown. The @CEfor a 7E of -20° is
still less than 5000km. Themajor effect of higher h isP
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Deorbit Requirements, Orbit Mode
The deorbit requirements are given for the two reference or-
bits: (i) I000 x 33 070 km (e = 0.785, period = 24.62 hr), and
2) I000 x 15 000 km (e = 0.614, period = 10.25 hr). For orbit
i) FE of -15.5 ° , -18,4 ° , and -20.3 ° are studied, and for orbit
2) 7E of -15 ° , -17.7 ° , and -19.7 °. The shallowest 7E in both
cases is 2.5 ° above the skipout boundary. The minimum YE is
taken to be 5c above the skipout boundary to reduce landing site
dispersions. It is shown in section 3 of this appendix that the
i_ error in 7E can be controlled to 0.5 ° for both orbits. The
entry velocities are 15 000 fps and 14 400 fps, respectively,
for orbits (i) and (2).
The minimum deorbit impulse, _V D , is shown as a function
min.
of _ and _ for both orbits in figure A134. The usefulness
_ E
of using >E to increase the range of _ is seen. Unlike the
direct mode _ can also be varied with deorbit impulse, _V D.
The _V D does not result in an acceptable relay link during
min.
entry for all _, however, and other deorbit maneuver strategies
must be investigated. The allowable range of 7E is limited on
the shallow end by the skipout boundary and by the dispersions
in 7E due to navigation uncertainty at deorbit and maneuver
execution errors. The maximum allowable ?E for a given landed
equipment weight is a function of design aeroshell diameter and
is discussed in appendix B.
The deorbit true anomaly, eD, is shown for orbit (I) with a
_E of -15.5 ° in figure A135 as a function of % for _ between
26 ° and 34 ° The @D which results in AV D is shown. As
min.
pointed out previously, using _V D for every _ does not
min.
result in a favorable relay communication link. For example, a
of 34 ° would result in a 7, of -42.5 ° for the _V D strat-
min.
egy. This is shown to be unacceptable as discussed later. The
curves terminate when 0D is such that a parabolic transfer oc-
curs from deorbit to entry. For _D greater _,,_,, _.._.........._nf_
the transfer is hyperbolic. 0nly elliptical deorbit trajectories
were studied. If the _ were to be restricted to a maximum of
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The _VD variation with % is shownin figure A136. Again the
_VD line is shown. Thevariation of angle of attack at en-
min.
try, _E' assuminga spin stabilized capsule is shownin figure
A137. It is seenthat low _ result in high O_. The coast time,
time from deorbit to entry, is very sensitive to B and is shown
in figure A138 It is desirable to keep t under 8 hr for G&C
• C
considerations. The _VD, _E' and tc are shown for 7E of
-18.4 and -20.3 ° in figures A139 thru A144. The curves are simi-
lar but the magnitude of _ applicable increases with increasing
7E. Similar data are presented for orbit (2) in figures A145 thru
A154. The major difference between orbits (i) and (2) is that a
coast time of 8 hr is not obtained with orbit (2) until large _.
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Figure A143.- Angle of Attack versus Lead Angle
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Relay Communication Link Constraints, Orbit Mode
The geometry during entry is similar to the direct mode and
figure A129 applies to the orbit mode. Again boundaries of PCE'
_CE' _C ' and initial link time are shown as a function of
m_
IU
and % in figure A155 for orbit (I). The 7E is another in-
dependent parameter for the orbit mode.
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The _CT D is a function of 7E and atmosphere and is shown
for a 7E of -15.5 ° and -20.3 ° for the VM-8 atmosphere. The
upper bound on % is about -19 ° independent of _, while the
lower bound varies between -9.5 ° and -5 ° as _ increases from
20 ° to 40 ° . The selected deorbit maneuver strategy must keep
in the proper range as a function of _. The AV D is shown
in overlay I (fig. A155) for a 7E of -18.4 °. For example, a
variable _V D of up to 120 m/set would allow a _ range from
about 33.5 ° to 45.5 °. The restriction on _ to keep I_EI < 30 °
is shown in overlay 2 (fig. A155). The upper limit on _ for
orbit (I) is determined by the t constraint and is shown in
c
overlay 3. Boundary plots for orbit (2) are shown in figure A156,
and it is seen that the allowable range of % is similar to or-
bit (I). Overlays of _VD, I_EI < 30 ° and t are shown for
' C
a 7E of -17.7 °.
The allowable range of _ as a function of ?E' _VD' and
t is summarized in figure A157 for orbit (I). Any point inside
c
the boundaries does correspond to an allowable %. If 150 m/set
were provided and ?E could be varied between -15.5 ° and -20 °,
the resulting range of _ would be 24.2 ° to 41.2 °, a _8 of
17 °. A similar plot is shown for orbit (2) in figure A158. If
150 m/set were provided and 7E could be varied between -15 °
and -20 °, the resulting range of _ would be 27.2 ° to 49.8 °, a
f_B of 22.6 °. The _ flexibility of orbit (2) is thus greater
mainly due to the t constraint which is critical for orbit
C
(i).
The minimum allowable nominal 7E is shown in figures A157
and A158 based on the error analysis that follows. The maxi-
mum allowable nominal 7E such that a 3_ error in 7E does not
exceed -18 ° is also shown. The allowable range of _ for the
i000x33 070-km orbit is 27 to 35 ° with a _V D of 120 m/set. The
nominal _ is 31 ° . Employing 7E steeper than -16 ° or using
higher _V D does not significantly increase the capability for
this orbit. The allowable range of _ for the 1000x15 O00-km
orbit is 26 to 34 °, with a _V D of 150 m/set. The nominal
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Landing Site Flexibility, Direct Mode
The first subsection has shownthat the entry location param-
eter, $, is restricted to about 27° (±2°) for a 7E of -21° .
This is the nominal ?E for the direct mode based on the error
analysis presented in section 3 of this appendix.
The basic energy contours for the 1973-1 launch opportunity
are shown in figure A159. Also given is ah overlay for ZAP angle
and _HE angle. The ZAP angle is the angle between the hyper-
bolic excess velocity vector and the Mars-to-sun vector. The
SHE angle is the declination of the VHE with respect to the
Martian equator. These two angles together position the VHE
with respect to the sun or the evening terminator. Any approach
trajectory must pass through a given _HE" A family of approach
trajectories with different inclinations to the equator are thus
possible.
The locations of the sun (assumed on the equator), evening
terminator, and a line 30 ° from the evening terminator are given
in figure AI60. The first overlay shows the total allowable vari-
ation of the VHE during the launch opportunity where the C 3
has been limited to 30 km 2/sec2 and the VHE has been limited to
3.5 km/sec. The central angle between the _HE and the landing
site, VL, is a function of VHE and _E and is given by the
sum of lJ and _" minus the downrange angle traversed during
entry, about 12 ° . For a }E of -21 ° the angle _L is about 78 °
for a VHE of 3.5 kin/see and 68 _ for a VHE of 2.4 km/sec.
Based on this angle the @llo_able landing sites, corresponding to
the total variation of VHE , with respect to the evening termin-
ator and the equator are shown. It must be remembered that for
any given V}IE the locus of possible landing sites is a circle
about the VIIE with a L between 68 ° and 78 ° depending on the
magnitude of VHE. To land at the equator 30 ° from the evening
terminator the VHE must be in the eastern section of the allow-
able VHE region and the o_biter inclination must be low, less
than 20 °. To have a high il_L_lii1ation u_,_L,--_--'_fo_- a good mapping
mission, and also a landing site 30 ° from the terminator, the
VHE must be in the _estern tip of the allowable VHE region.
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Figure A159.- 1973-1 Energy Contours
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There is no wayof getting both high inclination orbits and near-
equatorial landing sites with the direct mode. The effect of a
30-daylaunch period requirement on the allowable VHE region
and the degradation in allowable landing sites is shownin over-
lay 2 (fig. AI60). Theallowable VHE region is tied back to
specific launch and arrival dates in overlay 3. Also shownis
the launch period discussed in section i, which optimizes capsule
systemweight in orbit.
Theabovediscussion has not mentionedlongitude control, only
latitude and orientation with respect to the terminator. Longi-
tude control is possible through the selection of encounter time
of day. If there were no restriction on encounter time of day,
full 360° coverage is possible. However, if the orbit insertion
maneuver must be made in view of Goldstone, the allowable en-
counter time is reduced to about I0 hr and the allowable range
of longitudes to about 150 ° . If the capsule ejection maneuver
were to occur about 8 hr before encounter and it too had to be
viewed from Goldstone, the allowable longitude range is reduced
to about 30 ° . The DSN tracking of Mars is shown in figure AI61
for two dates.
Once a desirable landing site is selected (latitude, longi-
tude, and distance from the terminator) there is no capability
to change it before capsule ejection.
Landing Site Flexibility, Orbit Mode
Earlier it has been shown that the _ range for the I000 x
33 070-kin orbit is between 24 ° and 32 ° for a 7E of -15.5 ° and
a _V capability of 150 m/sec. The _ range for the i000 x
D
15 000-km orbit is between 27 ° and 40 ° with a 7E of -15 ° and a
_V D also of 150 m/sec. Using the extreme values of _, 24 ° and
40 ° , and assuming a downrange angle during entry of 16 °, the pos-
sible landing area shown in overlay i (fig. AI60) is expanded by at
most 6 ° in all directions. This assumes that the orbiter periapsis
is the same as the periapsis of the approach hyperbola. The al-





































































The added orbit insertion requirements for periapsis shift
are shown in figure A162 as a function of periapsis shift, _w,
for both orbits. The variation with VHE is slight for _w
less than 60 ° . Orbit shifts up to 40 ° can be obtained with
320 m/sec for orbit (i) and 230 m/sec for orbit (2).
The _(_Vo I.) shown are minimum in that for a given _w
the approach trajectory periapsis altitude is adjusted to give
the minimum _V required. The point on the approach trajectory
where insertion occurs is very close to the tangency point between
the approach trajectory and the resulting orbit. For negative
shifts insertion occurs before periapsis of the approach trajec-
tory and for positive shift afterwards.
The required periapsis shift to land 30 ° from the evening
terminator at latitudes of 0 and 30 ° is shown in figure A163 as
a function of launch and arrival date. The shifts are shown for
a nominal _ of 31 °, which corresponds to the i000x33 070-km
orbit. If the shift is desired for a nominal _ of 34 ° , merely
add 3 ° to the curves shown. The allowable 2_B range can be used
to reduce the periapsis shift requirement.
High inclination orbits that have landing sites 30 ° from the
terminator and near the equator are possible with the orbit mode
through periapsis shift. In fact the required region of VHE
on overlay I (fig AI60) corresponds to a low magnitude of VHE,
around 2°5, so that added AV could be used for shifts°
The orbit mode has longitude control through (i) orbital peri-
od (2) number of orbits before deorbit; and (3) _ variation
(amount of longitude control depends on orbit :Tnclination)°
To land at a preselected distance from the evening terminator
there must be an allowable range of _ that is sufficient to
cancel ot_t the error in periapsis locat(ono This _:_._ot :is due to
two sour:ce-_: (I) n._vigation uncertainty at the time of the cal-
culation of the _equired oLbit insertion maneuver; and (2) error
in the execution of the orbit insertion maneuver° If the navi-
gation uncertainty is as large as 300 km. the resulting f_3 re _.
quired would be about 12°o There is another feature of targeting
unique to the orbit mod_, _IiIa desired longitude is to be reached
after a give,_ hi,tuber of orbi_,-',_ enough _._ capability must be
available to c_llw_f o_t lhe tim_. phasing error due to peYiod errors
in the orbit° ]_'_vc_1i.l__ or-bii trim maueuvc_ is made there still
will be some period error. The ability of _ variation to cancel
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Figure A163.- Periapsis Shift Requirements to Land 30 ° from Evening Terminator
APPENDIXA
Themajor advantageof the orbit modeis its ability to sur-








The error sources considered for both the direct and orbit
modesare (i) navigation uncertainty at ejection or deorbit and(2) ejection error, both pointing and impulse. The most important
error at the time of entry for mission planning purposesis the
error in entry flight path angle, YE" The high sensitivity of
landed equipmentweight to 7E for the direct modeis shownin
AppendixB. The downrangeangle, _E' and crossrangeangle,
XR, errors at entry are also presented. An error in _E is
equivalent to an error in entry location parameter, _. The
methodfor propagating @E through the atmosphereto obtain
landing footprints is presented.
Entry Dispersions Dueto Navigation Uncertainty, Direct Mode
Thenavigation uncertainty at the time of capsule ejection is
expressedin terms of an uncertainty in the impact parameter, b,
and time of periapsis passage, t . The maximum30 error in tP P
is about 4 minutes. The effect of this error source on 7E and
_E is negligible and can be neglected. With Earth-based track-
ing, the Io error in b is shownin figure A164as a function of
time before periapsis. Theupper boundon the present DSNcapa-
bility is felt to be the maximumcurve, while the projected capa-
bility in the early 1970sis felt to be near the minimumcurve.
The improvementcomesabout mainly through the improvedephemeris
of Mars. Theability to reduce the error in b to about 5 km
(i_) through onboardguidanceis discussed in AppendixD. The
error in b does not decreasemuchuntil about a day before peri-
apsis. This rapid improvementis causedby the gravitational
bendingof the trajectory by Mars. The times at which the tra-jectory enters the Martian sphereof influence are shownas a
function of VHE. Also shownare the times corresponding to a
VHE of 3.0 km/secfor capsuleejection distances of 50 000 and
I00 000 km. The error in b at any REj was taken to be at the
time corresponding to a VHE of 3.0 km/secindependentof the



























Analytical expressions were derived for and _E/_B
as functions of REj, TEj , _VEj , VHE , hp, and the nominal
values of _E and _E" Typical results of the 30 7E error are
shown as a function of REj in figure A165 for the assumed maxi-
mum and minimum error in b. The effect of _EJ is seen to be
significant for lower REj. Section 2 of this appendix shows that
the _EJ is always greater, in absolute value, than -40 °, and
the variation of 3_ 7 E between -40 and -90 ° is small. From sec-
tion 2, it is recalled that minimum _VEj occurs near a TEj of
-90 °. The effect of VHE is shown in figure A166 for a _EJ of
-40 °. The sensitivity of 7E to an error in b is shown as a
function of VHE and 7E in figure A167. The sensitivity in-
creases rapidly with shallower 7 E. To investigate the magnitude
of b error over which the partials are applicable (i.e., the
nonlinearity effect), trajectories with perturbed periapsis alti-
tude were run as shown by the solid line in figure A168. The
_TE/_rp is just the product of _TE/_b and _b/_rp. The
_b/_rp is a function of hp and VHE and, for the example
shown, is 1.14. Good agreement is obtained for _h or _b less
than i00 km. P
The 3o error in downrange angle, _E' is shown in figure A169
for the maximum navigation errors as a function of REj. The ef-
fect of VHE and 7E are shown. The sensitivity of _E to b
is shown in figure AI70. The °_E/_b is approximately 1.4 times
as great as the _7 E/_b. The nonlinearity effects are shown in
figure AI71. The ratio of crossrange error, XR, to error in b
is shown as a function of V HE and YE in figure A172. This
assumes that the error in the b plane is spherically distributed.
The expression for _TLE/_b
AVEj:
reduces to the following for small
where rE is the entry radius.
VHE
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Figure A172.- Cross range error, Direct Mode, 50 000 < REj < 500 000 km
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Entry Dispersion Dueto Ejection ManeuverErrors, Direct Mode
The ejection maneuvererrors comprise a pointing error and an
impulse error. A fixed entry altitude computer program was con-
structed, which propagates these errors from ejection to entry.
The entry dispersions due to pointing are most sensitive to the
ejection angle, TEj. The I_ error in 7E due to a I_ pointing
error of 0,5 ° is shown as a function of _EJ in figure A173.
The error is shown for a nominal _E of -30 °, an hp of I000 km,
and a VHE of 3_0 km/_ec, F_r a gi.veLl "rEj the 07 E increases
with decreasing RE j. As m_L_tfoned before, the TEj is always
greater, in absolute value, than -40 ° to keep the _VEj require-
ments reasonable and to obtain reasonable lead angles, h, at
entry. The maximum o7 E is, for an REj of 50 000 km, 0.4 ° .
The effect of nominal 7E is slight as shown in figures A174 and
A175 for _E of -20 and -40 ° The effect of VHE is also slight
as seen in figures A176 and A177 for VHE of 2.4 and 3.6 km/sec.
The dispersion in 7E due to a Io impulse error of 0.33% of
the nominal value is shown in figure A178 as a function of _EJ"
It is seen to be almost independent of _EJ and nearly a con-
stant value of 0.I 0. The variation with nominal 7E is again
negligible.
The dispersion in q0E as a function of _EJ is shown in
figure A179 for a Io pointing error of 0.5 ° . It is again about
1.4 times the corresponding error in _E" The dispersion in q9E
due to an impulse error is almo:_t i_vaii._L_t with TEJ amd is
<,b_ut 0.14 °. The dispe_:sio,_ in XI{ is :<hown in figure A]80 and
i,,; about half the down_:ange __<o_:,
The dispersions in 7E _,,_ t,_ _}_< three er<oc _'ouL'cf_s dis-
cussed is used to determine lhe minimum nomin_ll 7 E possible as
well as the 3_ dispersions nbout this nominal. The minimum nomi-
nal YE is defined to be 5o above the skipout boundary and is
shown in figure AI81. It is shown as a function of the lo error
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Figure AI81.- Direct Mode Entry Corridor
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For the ACS,the d_Ej was taken to be 0.5 °, and for the spinner
1.0 ° For example, if the REj is i00 000 km and the VHE is
3.0 km/sec, the error in b is I06 and 37 km for the maximum and
minimum curves. Independent of nominal 7E, the _7 E/_b is
read from figure A167 for a 7E of -30 ° as 0.01655°/km. The
resulting d7 E due to an error in b evaluated at a 7E of -30 °
is 1.75 and 0.61 ° for the maximum and minimum curves, respectively.
The corresponding minimum nominal 7E for the ACS case is -26.7
and -21.3 °
Entry Dispersions Due to Navigation Uncertainty, Orbit Mode
The navigation uncertainty for the orbit mode case is analyzed
differently from the direct mode. A covariance matrix of orbital
elements is assumed after at least four orbits of Earth-based
tracking. The standard deviation of the orbital elements is taken
to be d a = 3.33 km, de = 0.33 x 10 -4 , _tp = 1.67 sec, ow =
= = 0.026 ° . The reference plane used0.007 ° , d_ 0.141 ° , and di
is the plane in the sky. This is the plane that is normal to the
Earth to Mars line of sight. Based on the assumed covariance
matrix, the position and velocity errors as a function of true
anomaly of deorbit, 0D, can be found for a given nominal inclina-
tion to the plane in the sky, ipi S.
The position errors are shown in figure A182 for the lO00x
33 070-km orbit for the 0D range between 160 and 240 ° The axis
system is as shown with the ZM-axis always toward the deorbit
point and with the YM-axis opposite the angular momentum vector.
Curves are shown for ipi S of 5 and 60 °, which considered all
six orbital element errors. It is seen that the XM error is
lower for the ipI S of 60 ° , while the out of plane error YM
is larger. The ZM error is unaffected by ipi S. Also shown is
the variation of the position errors if only the in-plane orbital
element errors are considered, i.e., Oa, de' and dtp. The
XM component is reduced while the ZM component is unchanged.
There is no error out of the plane. Section 2 of this appendix
has shown that the reference deorbit maneuver strategies always

















The sensitivity of ?E to errors in XM and ZM is roughly the
same magnitude and increases with eD in this range. The sensi-
tivity of ?E to an error in YM is zero.
The velocity errors are shown as a function of eD in figure
A183 for the same ipi S as above. Again the _ error is lower
for the ipi S of 60 ° , while the YM is larger. The velocity
component in the radial direction is also lower for the ipi S of
60°.. If only the in-plane orbital element errors are considered,
the XM is reduced to nearly zero, and the ZM component is also
reduced. The sensitivity of 7 E to an error in _ is at least
a factor of I0 greater than the sensitivity to error in ZM" The
sensitivity to _ decreases with increasing eD.
The position and velocity errors are shown for the 1000x15 000-
km orbit in figures A184 and A185. Only an ipi S of 60 ° and the
in-plane case are shown. All the position components are lower
than for the i000x33 070-km orbit. The X M component is lower
but the YM and ZM components are larger. The 7E sensitivity
to XM is more critical, however, and the resulting 7 E error
due to the total covariance matrix of position and velocity is
lower for the smaller orbit.
The error in 7 E is shown as a function of 0D in figure
A186 for both orbits with an ipi S of 60 ° . The 7E is -15.5 °
for the i000x33 070-km orbit and -15 ° for the 1000x15 000-km orbit.
The range of entry location parameter, 6, corresponds to that
discussed in section 2 of this appendix. A minimum clearly occurs
at a eD of 180 ° Also shown is the effect of only considering
in-plane errors, which reduces the dispersion in 7E. If near-
equatorial landing sites 30 ° from the evening terminator are
desired in the 1973 launch period, the required orbits will have
a high inclination to the plane in the sky, greater than 60 °
For this reason, the final analysis of entry corridors is based
on an ipi S of 60 °. For each _ there corresponds a specific
@D for the reference deorbit maneuver strategy as described in
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7E " -15 °, lO00x15 O00-km orbit
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Figure A186.- Entry Flightpath Angle Dispersion versus True Anomaly
of Deorbit, (ipI S - 60 °)
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For the 1000x15000-kmorbit with a $ of 25°, the eD that cor-
respondsto minimum_VD is 229° The corresponding error in
7 E is 0.53 ° . The error decreases as _ increases. As a com-
parison of the effect of ipis, figure A187 is shown for_an
ipi S of 5° . Whereas the dispersion in downrange angle, _E'
for the direct mode is approximately 1.4 times the corresponding
dispersion in ?E' for the orbit mode, the dispersion in _E is
about twice the dispersion in 7 E. The dispersion in XR due to
navigation error is small compared to the dispersion due to exe-
cution errors and is not presented. The dispersions for steeper





Entry Dispersions Dueto Deorbit ManeuverErrors, Orbit Mode
The entry dispersions due to pointing are shownas a function
of AVD rather than _EJ" Thedispersion in 7E due to point-
ing is shownin figure A188 for the I000x33070-kmorbit with a
7E of -15.5°. Thedispersion is seen to be minimumnear minimum
_VD. Thedashedline showsthe variation of AVD with $ for
the reference deorbit maneuverstrategy. The maximumerror in
7E occurs for a _ of 34°, andis 0.12°. The dispersion due to
an impulseerror of 0.33%of the nominal _VD is almost invariant
with _VD and is about 0.09°. The dispersion in _E is shown
in figure A189, and, as with the dispersions due to navigation
errors, the error in _E is about twice the error in YE" The
dispersion in XR is shownin figure AI90 and is a maximumof
0.066°, for a _ of 26° Thedispersion in YE' _E' and XR
is shownfor a 7E of -18.4° in figures AI91 thru A193. For the
reference deorbit maneuverstrategy, the dispersions are nearly
the sameas for the shallower 7E.
The dispersion in 7E is shownfor the 1000x15000-kmorbit
with a 7E of -15° in figure A194. The maximumdispersion occurs
again at the higher $ becausethe deorbit maneuverstrategy de-
viates from minimumAVD. Themaximumdispersion is about 0.5°
due to pointing and0.08° due to impulse. The dispersions in 7E,
_E' and XR are shownfor a 7E of -17.7° in figures A195thru
A197.
The total dispersion in 7E due to the three error sources
discussed aboveis shownas a function of _ in figure A198for
both orbits. The _VD limits and coast time limit are obtained
from figures A162andA163of section 2 of this appendix. The
total dispersion for the 1000x15000-kmorbit is less than 0.5°
for all _ with a AVD capability of 150 m/sec. To keep the
total dispersion less than 0.5° for the I000x33070-kmorbit, the
must b_ above29°. The __ ¢_pability for the large orbit
then is only about 3° The total dispersion in 7E as a func-
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Figure A188.- Dispersion in Entry Flightpath Angle due to Pointing, 7E - 15.5 °
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Note : i. i00x33 070-km orbit.
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Figure AI90.- Dispersion in Crossrange Angle due to Pointing, 7 E = -15.5 °
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Note : i. i000x33 070-kmorbit.
2. _TEj = 0.5°.
3. a_V D = 0.33%.
4. Impulse error, max.
















Figure AI91.- Dispersion in Entry Flightpath Angle
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Note: I. i000x33 070-km orbit.
2. _ = 0.5 °.
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Figure A193.- Dispersion in Corssrange Angle due to Pointing,
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Figure A194.- Dispersion in Entry Flightpath Angle due to
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Note: i. 1000x15 000-km orbit.
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Figure A196.- Dispersion in Downrange Angle due to Pointing,
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The allowable entry corridor for the direct modeis summarized
in figure A199 (a) as a function of error in the impact parameter,
b. The dashedvertical lines correspondto a capsule ejection
distance of I00 000 kmand the minimumand maximumnavigation
errors shownin figure A164. The nominal 7E curve is 5o above
skipout and varies between-21.2 and -26.7° as a function of
error in b. The Io touchdownfootprint is shownin figure A199(b).
The downrangedispersion at touchdownis composedof three parts
-- (I) dispersion in _E due to navigation uncertainty and ejec-
tion maneuvererrors, (2) dispersion in downrangeangle traversed
through the atmospheredue to a dispersion in 7E, and (3) dis-
persion in downrangeangle traversed through the atmosphere due
to atmosphere uncertainty (the difference in downrange angle tra-
versed between the VM-3 and VM-8 atmospheres was taken to be a
6_ dispersion). Parts (I) and (2) are added and RSS'd with (3).
The data for downrange angle traversed through the atmosphere are
taken from section I of Appendix B.
The allowable entry corridor for the orbit mode is shown as
a function of _ for both orbits in figure A200(a). The touch-
down footprints are constructed as for the direct mode and are
shown in figure A200(b). The downrange error at touchdown for
the orbit mode with the proper choice of _ can be as low as
60 km for both orbits. With minimum navigation errors, the down-
range error for the direct mode is 115 km and is comparable with
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Figure A200.- Entry and Toughdown Dispersions, Orbit Mode
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